1.

1. Answer
The fewest zombies are in the region
with short cool summers and long
cold winters

2

Anywhere in the Arctic Region

2. Answer
Where would you be if you knew it was
midnight and the sun was still shining?
How might this affect the survivors if they
have to live in this region?

The unique tilt of the Earth's axis gives
this region 6 months of constant sunlight
and then 6 months of continual darkness.
Arctic Region

3.

3. Answer

You need to protect the diversity of life
for future resettlement after the zombies
are contained. Where could you find
a temperate rainforest climate? How
would you convince other survivors to
protect the rainforest?

Vancouver Island's west coast receives
an exceptional amount of rain, giving it
a temperate rainforest climate. Although it
does not contain the diversity of species of a
tropical rainforest, the island's west coast
does have the oldest and tallest trees in
Canada: Western Red Cedars 1,300 years
old and Douglas Firs over 90 metres high.

4.

4. Answer
There are two dormant volcanoes within
driving distance of Vancouver that have the
potential for eruption, those are Mount
Garibaldi in Squamish and Mount Baker in
Washington, and there are 14 dormant and
extinct volcanoes within 100km of downtown
Vancouver.

Alert! One potential region for
resettlement has been flagged for
volcanic activity. Where is this region?
How probable is it that settlements will be
threatened by volcanic activity?

5.

5. Answer

What regions have the most potential to
support a large population of survivors
who come from different cultures and
have different skill sets?

Cordillera - temperate rainforests, forested
mountains, rich minerals, desert valleys, lush
valleys, fishing and large rivers or St.
Lawrence Lowlands

6.

6. Answer
Saskatchewan

Where would be the least effective place
to build a settlement to take advantage of
hydroelectricity?

7. Rank the provincial capital cities in order of
climate-favorable to Zombie existence to
least likely to have Zombies
**** Worth 75 points****

8.
Thinking of temperature, where might the
best provincial capital be located that would
balance Zombie population and comfortable
human population - why?

7. Answer
Use logic and it is basically like this:
Victoria BC, St John’s NFL, Toronto Ont,
Halifax NS, Charlottetown PEI, Fredericton
NB, Edmonton AB, Quebec City Que, Regina
Sask, Whitehorse YK, Winnipeg Man,
Yellowknife NWT, Iqaluit Nu.

8. Answer
Edmonton, Winnipeg or Quebec City

9.
You need to store food as you build a wall
around your settlement. Interior Plains, in
Alberta and Saskatchewan, could provide a
long term source of food. What will grow and
store most effectively?

9. Answer
Crops such as wheat, barley, oats, flax,
canola, mustard, potatoes, corn and sugar
beets are grown in the plains.

10.
Zombies have moved quickly across the
Prairies. You need to gather your survivors
to 49.6° N, 113° W. What is the nearest
settlement?

11. Answer
Lethbridge

12.
Zombies have moved slowly but steadily
across the Arctic. You need to gather your
survivors to 74.6° N, 95° W. What is the
nearest settlement? What is the likelihood
Zombies will arrive here?

12. Answer

13.
Zombies have moved quickly across the
Canadian Shield. You need to gather your
survivors to 59° N, 94° W What is the
nearest settlement? Is this likely to be safe
from Zombies?

13. Answer
Churchill

Resolute Bay

14.
Zombies have moved quickly across the St.
Lawrence Lowlands. You need to gather
your survivors to 45.5° N, 73.° W. What is the
nearest settlement? What languages will you
need to know to communicate here?

14. Answer
Montreal, French, English

15.
A small group of survivors are stranded on
an island and have contacted you for rescue.
They have been trapped because the
Confederation Bridge has been overwhelmed
with Zombies. Where are they? How will you
arrange a rescue?

15. Answer
PEI

16.
An earthquake has been reported
49° N, 126° W. What other problems are
likely to emerge from this?

16. Answer
Vancouver Island - Tsunami

17.
Zombies don’t like fish. Where is a place
that will have less zombies?

17.
Atlantic region places

18.
Computer networks are compromised.
What medium could you use to preserve past
historical and technical knowledge?

18. Answer
books

19.
Knowledge collection: What supplies would
you need? Where will you find evidence and
resources to develop these supplies

19. Answer
Pulp and paper - Northern Ontario, Northern
Quebec

